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WHAT%MAKES%PARIS%%

LOOK%LIKE%PARIS?%

[Doersch,%Singh,%Gupta,%Sivic,%Efros%SIGGRAPH’12]%



One%of%these%is%from%Paris%

…this%is%Paris%

Raise%your%hand%if%…%



Raise%your%hand%if%…%



Humans%are%good%but%%

what%about%machine?%

%
Can%machine%recognize%visual%elements%

characterizing%an%urban%area?%

%



Our%Goal:%
Given&a&large&geo,tagged&image&dataset,&
we&automa4cally&discover&visual'elements&
that&characterize&a&geographic&loca4on'



•  The%visual%elements%that%capture%Paris:%

– Frequent:%Occur%oSen%in%Paris%
– DiscriminaTve:%Are%not%found%outside%Paris%

Our%Hypothesis%



Map%based%imagery%provides%a%

comprehensive%visual%record%of%a%city%
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Hundreds%of%Millions%of%Patches%



ScienTfic%challenges%

1.%%Difficult(learning(problem:%How%do%you%represent%and%automaTcally%learn%

vocabulary%of%architectural%elements%characterisTc%for%a%city?%

2.%Efficiency:%need%to%search%through%large%amount%of%visual%data%(hundreds%

of%millions%of%data%points)%



Problem formulation 

min f , z (zi, f (xi ))i=1

N
∑ + Ω( f )

s.t. g(z) = y

Discriminative loss on data Regularization 

Weakly supervised machine learning: 
Given a set of inputs        and supervisory meta-data 
learn vocabulary        by solving 

 
 
 

xi yi
ẑi = f (xi )

, i =1,…,N

Supervision from available meta-data 

[Bach and Harchaoui’08, Xu et al.’04] 

Input {xi}: Millions of image patches extracted from street-view images from different cities 
Supervisory meta-data {yi}: geo-tags for each image 



Our%Approach%



%

Not%Paris%

Paris%

Our%Approach%

I.   Use(geo8supervision(
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Not%Paris%

Paris%

Our%Approach%

I.   Use(geo8supervision(
II.   Find(groups(that(

discriminate(posi=ve(
from(nega=ve(data(
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Paris:%A%Few%Top%Elements%



Elements%from%London% Elements%from%Barcelona%Elements%from%Prague%
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Analyze%architecture%style%over%Tme%%

%%

[Lee,%%Maissonneuve,%Efros,%Sivic,%2014]%

idea:!combining$

+!

Geolocated$Google$Street$View$images$$ igitalized$cadaster$data$$Geoblocated%Google%streetbview%images% Cadastre%maps%



Cadastre%map%of%Paris:%%

128k%buildings%with%metabdata%

•  %%
<$1800$
1801R1850$
1851R1914$
1915R1939$
1940R1967$
1968R1975$
1976R1981$
1982R1989$
1990R1999$
2000$>=$
unknown$

with$building$metadata$like$its$period$of$construc1on$



Visual%elements%specific%for%a%Tmebperiod%
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Visual%elements%specific%for%a%Tmebperiod%
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On Relating Visual Elements to City Statistics

Sean M. Arietta⇤
University of California, Berkeley
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(a) Predicted High Theft Location in Oakland

(b) Predicted Low Theft Location in Oakland

(c) Visual Elements for Thefts in San Francisco

High

Low

(d) Predicted Theft Rate in Oakland

Figure 1: Our system automatically computes a predictor from a set of Google StreetView images of areas where a statistic was observed. In this example
we use a predictor generated from reports of theft in San Francisco to predict the probability of thefts occurring in Oakland. Our system can predict high
theft rate areas (a) and low theft rates area (b) based solely on street-level images from the areas. Visually, the high theft area exhibits a marked quality of
disrepair (bars on the windows, unkempt facades, etc), a visual cue that the probability of theft is likely higher. Our method automatically computes machine
learning models that detect visual elements similar to these cues (c) from San Francisco. To compute predictions, we use the models to detect the presence of
these visual elements in an image and combine all of the detections according to an automatically learned set of weights. Our resulting predictions are 63%
accurate in this case and can be computed everywhere in Oakland (d) as they only rely on images as input.

Abstract

We investigate the relationship between visual elements and sta-
tistical quantities in cities. Although certain city statistics like the
presence of trees and graffiti have a natural connection to visual el-
ements, more abstract statistical quantities such as crime rates and
housing prices relate to visual content in a less intuitive way. We
show that there is a strong connection between visual elements and
these statistics and that this relationship is general enough to pre-
dict these statistics in new cities. Given a set of street-level images
and geo-located samples of a statistic we first identify visual el-
ements in the images that are discriminative of the statistic (e.g.
our system determined that rounded windows and doors in Boston
are visually discriminative of affluence). We then build a predic-
tor by learning a weight for each of these elements using a robust
regression technique. To perform these operations efficiently, we
implemented a scalable distributed processing framework that can
process a single statistic (10,000 images) 4x faster than previous
methods. We tested the performance of our computed predictors on
the statistics: theft, affluence, graffiti presence, and tree presence.
We found that at least one predictor for every statistic could inter-
polate that statistic with 67%-81% accuracy. In addition, we found
that we can predict statistics in new cities with up to 76% accuracy.
We also tested human performance for predicting theft based on

⇤e-mail:sarietta@berkeley.edu
†e-mail:maneesh@berkeley.edu
‡e-mail:ravir@berkeley.edu

images and found that our method outperformed this baseline with
39% higher accuracy. We present two prototype applications that
use our predictors to provide estimates of city statistics: a statistic-
sensitive wayfinding program capable of routing travelers through
or around statistics of interest (e.g. routing a tourist around a high
theft area), and a user-assisted tool for automatically finding graffiti
in street-level images.

1 Introduction

How much information about city statistics is present in images
alone? If you were asked to decide which of the two locations in
Figures 1(a),(b) were most likely to have a high theft rate, which
one would you choose? One important difference between these
two images is that they contain very different visual elements. For
instance, Figure 1(a) contains visual elements like fire escapes,
storefronts with bars on the windows, buildings in disrepair, etc.
In contrast, Figure 1(b) contains visual elements like trees, flowers,
etc.

In this work, we investigate the relationship between visual ele-
ments and statistical information about cities like theft rates. More
specifically, we consider the question of whether there is a mea-
surable relationship between visual elements and the city statistics
theft, affluence (measured by housing prices), graffiti presence, and
tree presence. We also analyze whether this relationship is general
enough to predict statistics in new cities for which samples of these
statistics may not be available.



So%far:%analysis%of%Streetbview%imagery%

•  StaTc%2D%record%of%the%city%at%present%Tme%



What%next?%

I.%Historical%urban%visual%record%

II.%3D%urban%visual%record%

%

III.%Dynamic%urban%visual%record%
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Semantics will also open a wide range of new applications in the construction industry and urban planning, 
including actual scenarios concerning diagnosis and simulation for building renovation projects, accurate 
shadow impact for existing and planned constructions taking into account actual window locations in a given 
neighborhood, and urban studies such as solar cell deployment. In particular, the project will advance the 
state-of-the-art of building information model (BIM) reconstruction for existing buildings. As explained in 
Section 2.3, the interests at stake are huge, in particular in the renovation market. For these reasons, Bouy-
gues Construction, a worldwide player in the construction industry (52,000 employees, 9.8G€ revenue in 
2011), and the French Scientific and Technical Center for Building (CSTB), which are our partners in other 
projects, have written letters to strongly support SEMAPOLIS. 
Role of the project in the industrial strategy of the Acute3D. Acute3D has developed a method of 3D 
reconstruction outperforming the market in terms of geometric accuracy (see figures). In a highly competi-
tive context, the objective is to cooperate with research teams in addressing three scientific challenges: 

(i) Semantization of 3D models, and in particular the identification of urban objects. 
(ii) Automatic correction of errors in 3D models. In particular, certain classes of urban objects such 

as glass facades, rivers or areas lacking textures, are difficult to model from photographs. 
(iii) Geometric approximation of 3D models, especially on large-scale scenes. 

These three challenges are fully correlated because semantized models provide a better understanding of the 
urban scene for an adaptive approximation and correction of errors. For the research teams, the goal of the 
collaboration is to transfer part of their knowledge on a very promising and rapidly evolving subject, while 
developing new mathematical models. For Acute3D, it consists in preserving a competitive advantage with 
technological breakthroughs. 

 
Three sample reconstructions by Acute3D at three levels of details: a church façade, a street, and a city. 



1830% 1852% 1900%

QuanTfy%evoluTon%of%a%parTcular%place%over%Tme%

ApplicaTons:%new%ways%to%access%archives%for%archeology,%history,%or%architecture…%

I.%Historical%urban%visual%record%



Example:%painTng%to%3D%model%alignment%%

%%

[Aubry,%Russell,%Sivic,%Pain4ng,to,3D&model&alignment&via&discrimina4ve&visual&elements,%TransacTons%on%Graphics,%2013]%

Online Submission ID: 0566

Figure 5: Examples of selected visual elements for a 3D site.

Top: Selection of top ranked 50 visual elements visible from this
specific view of the site. Each element is depicted as planar patch
with an orientation of the plane parallel to the camera plane of its
corresponding source view. Bottom: Subset of 18 elements shown
from their original viewpoints. Note that the proposed algorithm
prefers visually salient scene structures such as the two towers in
the top-right or the building in the left part of the view. In contrast,
some repetitive and non-salient scene structures in the right portion
of the picture are ignored.

Figure 6: Illustration of coarse alignment. We use the recovered
discriminative visual elements to find correspondences between the
painting and the 3D model. Shown is the recovered viewpoint and
inlier visual elements found via RANSAC. Notice that the visual
elements yield inliers across the entire visible part of the site.

information about the patch scale and the planar location on the 3D369

model, and has been shown to work well for structure-from-motion370

with planar constraints [Szeliski and Torr 1998]. We use RANSAC371

to find the set of inlier correspondences to a restricted camera model372

where the camera intrinsics are fixed to initial values (i.e. we seek to373

recover the camera center and rotation). The recovered viewpoint374

forms an initial coarse alignment of the painting to the 3D model,375

which is depicted in Figure 6.376

Given the coarse alignment, we seek to recover all of the camera377

parameters by densely aligning the painting to the 3D model with378

an ICP-like fine alignment procedure. At each iteration we compute379

a set of dense correspondences using HOG features computed in a380

grid over the entire image. Namely, for all HOG descriptors in a381

given scale in the HOG pyramid, we search for the best match in a382

local 5x5 window using L2 distance. We optimize over all camera383

parameters and find inlier correspondences via RANSAC over the384

dense set of correspondences. An updated view is rendered from385

the 3D model and the entire procedure repeated at a finer scale in386

the HOG pyramid. In this way, large misalignments are corrected387

at the beginning of the procedure, with minor adjustments made388

(a) Historical photo. (b) Coarse alignment. (c) Fine alignment.

Figure 7: ICP-like fine alignment. Given the coarse alignment, at
each iteration we find a dense set of inlier correspondences with
RANSAC for HOG features computed over a grid. We then update
the viewpoint and iterate. Notice that the fine alignment step pro-
duces a tighter, more accurate fit.

at the end. We also use inlier correspondences from previous ICP389

iterations during RANSAC and fitting, which avoids the camera390

parameters from overfitting to a particular region in the painting.391

This is especially important for paintings that are not perspective392

scene renderings or have drawing errors. We illustrate the output of393

the fine alignment procedure in Figure 7.394

6 Results and validation395

In this section we describe the collected dataset of non-396

photographic depictions and historical photographs, show outputs397

of our alignment system and give its quantitative evaluation.398

Dataset for 2D to 3D alignment. We have collected a set of399

human-generated 3D models from Google Sketchup for the follow-400

ing architectural landmarks: Notre Dame of Paris, Trevi Fountain,401

and St. Mark’s Basilica. The Sketchup models for these sites con-402

sist of basic primitive shapes and have a composite texture from a403

set of images. In addition to the Sketchup models, we also consider404

one of the Rome-in-a-day [Agarwal et al. 2010] 3D models of San405

Marco’s Square that was reconstructed from a set of photographs406

using dense multi-view stereo. Note that while the latter 3D model407

has more accurate geometry than the Sketchup models, it is also408

much noisier along the model boundaries. We have also collected409

from the Internet a set of approximately 150 paintings, drawings410

or engravings as well as 50 historical photographs depicting those411

sites. Both sets are very challenging, including viewpoints without412

characteristic landmarks, major changes in appearance due to aging413

or weathering, and significantly non-realistic depictions, as can be414

seen in figures 10, 13 and 12.415

Quantitative evaluation. All images from the collected dataset416

were automatically aligned to their corresponding 3D models us-417

ing the proposed approach. We have manually evaluated the ac-418

curacy of each alignment by visual inspection. We have classified419

each alignment into one of three categories: (a) Good, (b) Ok and420

(c) Miss, illustrated in figure 11, and counted the number of align-421

ments in each category. For Google Sketchup models, we were able422

to align well (Good) 60% of the images, 10% resulted in OK align-423

ment and 30% failed (Miss). On the more noisy PMVS model, 30%424

of alignments were Good, 10% Ok, and 60% failed.425

Automatic computational re-photography. Figure 9 shows the426

camera frusta for the recovered approximate painting viewpoints.427

Notice that our system is able to recover viewpoints that are to the428

rear of the main facade of the Notre Dame cathedral, which has429

not been possible in prior work [Snavely et al. 2006] due to the430

lack of reconstructed structure in these areas. Recovering approx-431

imate camera viewpoints for paintings and historical photographs432

opens-up the possibility of large-scale automatic computational re-433
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Sketch%Historical%photograph%
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Figure8:AlignmentofhistoricalphotographsofSanMarco’sSquare(top)andNotreDameofParis(bottom)totheirrespective3Dmodels.

(a)NotreDameofParis.(b)TreviFountain.

Figure9:GoogleSketchupmodelsandcamerafrustadepictingtherecoveredviewpointsofthepaintings.

Figure10:Typicalfailuremodes.Left:Theimagedepictsapart
ofthearchitecturalsitenotcoveredbythe3Dmodel.Middle:Ex-
tremechangeindepictionstyle(smearedwatercolor).Right:ex-
tremegeometricdistortions.

photographyforsuchdepictions[Baeetal.2010].Thesupplemen- 434

taryvideoshowsanexampleofavirtualtourofanarchitecturalsite 435

transitioningbetweenviewpointsofdifferentimagesin3Dinasim- 436

ilarmannerto[Snavelyetal.2006],butheredoneforthechalleng- 437

ingcaseofhistoricalphotographsandnon-photographicdepictions. 438

Manyarchitecturalsitesnowhavecoarse3Dmodelsgeo-located 439

onamap,which,combinedwiththeproposedapproach,woulden- 440

ablegeo-locatinghistoricalphotographsandnon-photographicde- 441
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andmajorarchitecturaldifferences(e.g.apartofthelandmarkmay 454

takeacompletelydifferentshape).Finally,figure10showsthetyp- 455

icalfailuremodes. 456

7Conclusion 457

Wehavedemonstratedthattheautomaticimageto3Dmodel 458

alignmentispossibleforarangeofnon-photographicdepictions 459

andhistoricalphotographs,whichrepresentextremelychallenging 460

casesforthecurrentlocalfeaturematchingmethods[Hauaggeand 461

Snavely2012].Toachievethatwehavedevelopedanapproachto 462

compactlyrepresenta3Dmodelofanarchitecturalsitebyasetof 463

visuallydistinctmid-levelsceneelementsextractedfromrendered 464

views,andhaveshownthattheyarereliablydetectableinavariety 465

ofphotographicandnon-photographicdepictions.Wehavealso 466

shownanapplicationoftheproposedapproachtocomputational 467

re-photographytoautomaticallyfindanapproximateviewpointof 468

historicalphotographsandpaintings.Thisworkisjustastepto- 469

wardscomputationalreasoningaboutcontentofnon-photographic 470

depictions.Thedevelopedapproachforextractingvisualelements 471
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ofpaintingsandhistoricalphotographs,orautomaticfittingof 473

complexnon-perspectivemodelsusedinhistoricalimagery[Rapp 474

2008]. 475
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Figure8:AlignmentofhistoricalphotographsofSanMarco’sSquare(top)andNotreDameofParis(bottom)totheirrespective3Dmodels.
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Figure 13: Example alignments of paintings to 3D models. Notice that we are able to align paintings rendered in different styles and having
a variety of viewpoints with respect to the 3D models.
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Figure 13: Example alignments of paintings to 3D models. Notice that we are able to align paintings rendered in different styles and having
a variety of viewpoints with respect to the 3D models.



Fly%through%video%



II.%3D%urban%visual%record%

Goal:%detailed%semanTc%3D%reconstrucTon%for%simulaTon%of%urban%
environments%(e.g.%noise,%polluTon,%energy%consumpTon).%%

[ANR%project%SEMAPOLIS,%2013b2016]%



Towards%semanTc%3D%reconstrucTon%
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Semantics will also open a wide range of new applications in the construction industry and urban planning, 
including actual scenarios concerning diagnosis and simulation for building renovation projects, accurate 
shadow impact for existing and planned constructions taking into account actual window locations in a given 
neighborhood, and urban studies such as solar cell deployment. In particular, the project will advance the 
state-of-the-art of building information model (BIM) reconstruction for existing buildings. As explained in 
Section 2.3, the interests at stake are huge, in particular in the renovation market. For these reasons, Bouy-
gues Construction, a worldwide player in the construction industry (52,000 employees, 9.8G€ revenue in 
2011), and the French Scientific and Technical Center for Building (CSTB), which are our partners in other 
projects, have written letters to strongly support SEMAPOLIS. 
Role of the project in the industrial strategy of the Acute3D. Acute3D has developed a method of 3D 
reconstruction outperforming the market in terms of geometric accuracy (see figures). In a highly competi-
tive context, the objective is to cooperate with research teams in addressing three scientific challenges: 

(i) Semantization of 3D models, and in particular the identification of urban objects. 
(ii) Automatic correction of errors in 3D models. In particular, certain classes of urban objects such 

as glass facades, rivers or areas lacking textures, are difficult to model from photographs. 
(iii) Geometric approximation of 3D models, especially on large-scale scenes. 

These three challenges are fully correlated because semantized models provide a better understanding of the 
urban scene for an adaptive approximation and correction of errors. For the research teams, the goal of the 
collaboration is to transfer part of their knowledge on a very promising and rapidly evolving subject, while 
developing new mathematical models. For Acute3D, it consists in preserving a competitive advantage with 
technological breakthroughs. 

 
Three sample reconstructions by Acute3D at three levels of details: a church façade, a street, and a city. 

Goal:%detailed%semanTc%3D%reconstrucTon%for%simulaTon%of%urban%
environments%(e.g.%noise,%polluTon,%energy%consumpTon).%%

[ANR%project%SEMAPOLIS,%2013b2016]%

Acute3D%
[Musialski%et%al.’13]%



III.%Dynamic%urban%visual%record%

Public%space%cameras% Car%cameras% CiTzen%cameras%

Cameras%around%us%

the heart of campus. Paths also show the interesting behavior 
patterns e.g. people walking from the north of the plaza to the 
stair on the west tended to pass a small area at the end of the stair 
rail more often than we expected. But both our direct observation 
in the plaza and the concrete wear on the pavement in the plaza 
have confirmed this behavior pattern (see the arrow on Figure 9). 

 
Figure 16. People’s walking paths of 20 minutes on a scene image. 
The paths show us clearly the walking behavior pattern: most people 
walked between the south side and the heart of campus, which is 
shown by a large number of horizontal paths. We also have checked 
the walking paths for the 4 day data set and they all look similar, which 
means the walking behavioral pattern of users is constant in the data 
set. 
 

Total number of people wandered between the fountain 
and places around is 132 during the 8 hours. Figure 17 shows 
the numbers of wandering people on each day. The paths of 
wandering people are shown in Figure 18.  We tracked walking 
people who started from the fountain and spent more than 1 
minute in the plaza before leaving and we defined them as 
wandering people. Our observations tell us some people 
normally like to look around and enjoy the space and many of 
them like to take pictures in front of Sproul Hall’s impressive 
entrance. Our tracking results confirmed this by showing some 
people wandered between Sproul Hall and the fountain.  

 
Figure 17. Numbers of people wandered between the fountain and the 
plaza.   
Results showing abnormal behavior patterns are depicted in 
Figure 12. Some of our video clips were taken on two of the hottest 
days in the summer. The results of the video tracking showed us some 
abnormal users’ behavior patterns in those two days. In one of them, 
there were almost no people sitting by the fountain (Figure 12, day 3). It 
was simply so hot that no one wished to stay in the sun. On the other 
day, there were a large number of people who stayed at the fountain 
(Figure 12, day 4). By manual observation, these were teenagers 
having an event in the plaza. They were playing and wading in the 
fountain water for quite a long time (Figure 19). 

 

 
Figure 18. People’s wandering paths on a scene image.  We tracked 
walking people starting from the fountain and spent more than 1 minute 
in the plaza before leaving as wandering people. Our direct 
observations in the plaza tell us some people normally like to look 
around and enjoy the space and many of them like to take pictures in 
front of Sproul Hall’s impressive entrance. Our tracking results 
confirmed this by showing some people wandered between Sproul 
Hall and the fountain. 
 

 
Figure 19. On a very hot day, many people were wading and playing in 
the water.  We do not use data from this day to estimate arrival 
probabilities at the fountain, because this behavior is unusual. 
 
5 Conclusions: what do people do in 
public?  
 

From the results of analyzing the large-scale data, we have 
some important findings about users’ spatial behavior in the 
public space. 

A total of 6.4% of the people who entered the plaza chose to 
stay by the fountain, on the benches, or on the steps for a while. 
The number is high, if we consider students’ tight schedules in 
the summer sessions at Berkeley. It shows us the use of the plaza 
is quite different from what many people think about the plaza. 
The target areas we are interested in are at the center of the whole 
Sproul Plaza. The whole plaza is a linear design creating 
promenade for students who walk between the south side of 
campus, where most dormitories and other student housing is 
located, and the libraries and classroom buildings in the heart of 
campus. The plaza makes many people think it is simply a 
pedestrian thoroughfare, except when some events happen 
occasionally and turn the plaza into a crowd-gathering place. 
From our tracking results we know that it is used on a daily basis 
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the heart of campus. Paths also show the interesting behavior 
patterns e.g. people walking from the north of the plaza to the 
stair on the west tended to pass a small area at the end of the stair 
rail more often than we expected. But both our direct observation 
in the plaza and the concrete wear on the pavement in the plaza 
have confirmed this behavior pattern (see the arrow on Figure 9). 

 
Figure 16. People’s walking paths of 20 minutes on a scene image. 
The paths show us clearly the walking behavior pattern: most people 
walked between the south side and the heart of campus, which is 
shown by a large number of horizontal paths. We also have checked 
the walking paths for the 4 day data set and they all look similar, which 
means the walking behavioral pattern of users is constant in the data 
set. 
 

Total number of people wandered between the fountain 
and places around is 132 during the 8 hours. Figure 17 shows 
the numbers of wandering people on each day. The paths of 
wandering people are shown in Figure 18.  We tracked walking 
people who started from the fountain and spent more than 1 
minute in the plaza before leaving and we defined them as 
wandering people. Our observations tell us some people 
normally like to look around and enjoy the space and many of 
them like to take pictures in front of Sproul Hall’s impressive 
entrance. Our tracking results confirmed this by showing some 
people wandered between Sproul Hall and the fountain.  

 
Figure 17. Numbers of people wandered between the fountain and the 
plaza.   
Results showing abnormal behavior patterns are depicted in 
Figure 12. Some of our video clips were taken on two of the hottest 
days in the summer. The results of the video tracking showed us some 
abnormal users’ behavior patterns in those two days. In one of them, 
there were almost no people sitting by the fountain (Figure 12, day 3). It 
was simply so hot that no one wished to stay in the sun. On the other 
day, there were a large number of people who stayed at the fountain 
(Figure 12, day 4). By manual observation, these were teenagers 
having an event in the plaza. They were playing and wading in the 
fountain water for quite a long time (Figure 19). 

 

 
Figure 18. People’s wandering paths on a scene image.  We tracked 
walking people starting from the fountain and spent more than 1 minute 
in the plaza before leaving as wandering people. Our direct 
observations in the plaza tell us some people normally like to look 
around and enjoy the space and many of them like to take pictures in 
front of Sproul Hall’s impressive entrance. Our tracking results 
confirmed this by showing some people wandered between Sproul 
Hall and the fountain. 
 

 
Figure 19. On a very hot day, many people were wading and playing in 
the water.  We do not use data from this day to estimate arrival 
probabilities at the fountain, because this behavior is unusual. 
 
5 Conclusions: what do people do in 
public?  
 

From the results of analyzing the large-scale data, we have 
some important findings about users’ spatial behavior in the 
public space. 

A total of 6.4% of the people who entered the plaza chose to 
stay by the fountain, on the benches, or on the steps for a while. 
The number is high, if we consider students’ tight schedules in 
the summer sessions at Berkeley. It shows us the use of the plaza 
is quite different from what many people think about the plaza. 
The target areas we are interested in are at the center of the whole 
Sproul Plaza. The whole plaza is a linear design creating 
promenade for students who walk between the south side of 
campus, where most dormitories and other student housing is 
located, and the libraries and classroom buildings in the heart of 
campus. The plaza makes many people think it is simply a 
pedestrian thoroughfare, except when some events happen 
occasionally and turn the plaza into a crowd-gathering place. 
From our tracking results we know that it is used on a daily basis 


